
“Introduction to Jazz”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
What Is Jazz?

How To Listen To Jazz

The Origins Of Jazz

Topic : What Is Jazz?

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Identify the important social, political, and technological developments of the 20th century

and determine their influence on the creation and evolution of jazz.

 Determine how aspects of past musical eras were incorporated or avoided in jazz, and

identify new artistic innovations that have led, and continue to lead, us into the future.

 Recognize principal jazz composers and performers, along with their primary influences and

individual contributions.

 Identify specific masterworks of jazz and discuss the social milieu, personal lives, and

creative processes of the composers who created them and the performers who performed

them.

Definition/Overview:

Jazz is a primarily American musical art form which originated at the beginning of the 20th

century in African American communities in the Southern United States from a confluence of

African and European music traditions. The style's West African pedigree is evident in its use

of blue notes, improvisation, polyrhythms, syncopation, and the swung note. From its early

development until the present, jazz has also incorporated music from 19th and 20th century

American popular music. The word jazz began as a West Coast slang term of uncertain

derivation and was first used to refer to music in Chicago in about 1915; for the origin and

history, see Jazz (word). Jazz has, from its early 20th century inception, spawned a variety of

subgenres, from New Orleans Dixieland dating from the early 1910s, big band-style swing

from the 1930s and 1940s, bebop from the mid-1940s, a variety of Latin jazz fusions such as
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Afro-Cuban and Brazilian jazz from the 1950s and 1960s, jazz-rock fusion from the 1970s

and late 1980s developments such as acid jazz, which blended jazz influences into funk and

hip-hop. As the music has spread around the world it has drawn on local national and

regional musical cultures, its aesthetics being adapted to its varied environments and giving

rise to many distinctive styles.

Key Points:

1. History of Jazz

Jazz is a primarily American musical art form which originated at the beginning of the

20th century in African American communities in the Southern United States from a

confluence of African and European music traditions. The style's West African

pedigree is evident in its use of blue notes, improvisation, polyrhythms, syncopation,

and the swung note. From its early development until the present, jazz has also

incorporated music from 19th and 20th century American popular music. The word

jazz began as a West Coast slang term of uncertain derivation and was first used to

refer to music in Chicago in about 1915.

Jazz has, from its early 20th century inception, spawned a variety of subgenres, from

New Orleans Dixieland dating from the early 1910s, big band-style swing from the

1930s and 1940s, bebop from the mid-1940s, a variety of Latin jazz fusions such as

Afro-Cuban and Brazilian jazz from the 1950s and 1960s, jazz-rock fusion from the

1970s and late 1980s developments such as acid jazz, which blended jazz influences

into funk and hip-hop. As the music has spread around the world it has drawn on local

national and regional musical cultures, its aesthetics being adapted to its varied

environments and giving rise to many distinctive styles.

2. Origins

By 1808 the Atlantic slave trade had brought almost half a million Africans to the

United States. The slaves largely came from West Africa and brought strong tribal

musical traditions with them. Lavish festivals featuring African dances to drums were

organized on Sundays at Place Congo, or Congo Square, in New Orleans until 1843,

as were similar gatherings in New England and New York. African music was largely
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functional, for work or ritual, and included work songs and field hollers. The African

tradition made use of a single-line melody and call-and-response pattern, but without

the European concept of harmony. Rhythms reflected African speech patterns, and the

African use of pentatonic scales led to blue notes in blues and jazz.

3. New Orleans music

The music of New Orleans had a profound effect on the creation of early jazz. Many

early jazz performers played in the brothels and bars of red-light district around Basin

Street called "Storyville." In addition, numerous marching bands played at lavish

funerals arranged by the African American community. The instruments used in

marching bands and dance bands became the basic instruments of jazz: brass and

reeds tuned in the European 12-tone scale and drums. Small bands of primarily self-

taught African American musicians, many of whom came from the funeral-procession

tradition of New Orleans, played a seminal role in the development and dissemination

of early jazz, traveling throughout Black communities in the Deep South and, from

around 1914 on, Afro-Creole and African American musicians playing in vaudeville

shows took jazz to western and northern US cities.

4. 1920s and 1930s

Prohibition in the United States (from 1920 to 1933) banned the sale of alcoholic

drinks, resulting in illicit speakeasies becoming lively venues of the "Jazz Age", an

era when popular music included current dance songs, novelty songs, and show tunes.

Jazz started to get a reputation as being immoral and many members of the older

generations saw it as threatening the old values in culture and promoting the new

decadent values of the Roaring 20s. From 1919 Kid Ory's Original Creole Jazz Band

of musicians from New Orleans played in San Francisco and Los Angeles where in

1922 they became the first black jazz band of New Orleans origin to make recordings.

However, the main centre developing the new "Hot Jazz" was Chicago, where King

Oliver joined Bill Johnson. That year also saw the first recording by Bessie Smith, the

most famous of the 1920s blues singers.
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5. Swing

The 1930s belonged to popular swing big bands, in which some virtuoso soloists

became as famous as the band leaders. Key figures in developing the "big" jazz band

included bandleaders and arrangers Count Basie, Cab Calloway, Jimmy and Tommy

Dorsey, Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman, Fletcher Henderson, Earl Hines, Glenn

Miller, and Artie Shaw. Swing was also dance music and it was broadcast on the radio

'live' coast-to-coast nightly across America for many years. Although it was a

collective sound, swing also offered individual musicians a chance to 'solo' and

improvise melodic, thematic solos which could at times be very complex and

'important' music. Included among the critically acclaimed leaders who specialized in

live radio broadcasts of swing music as well as "Sweet Band" compositions during

this era was Shep Fields.

Over time, social strictures regarding racial segregation began to relax, and white

bandleaders began to recruit black musicians. In the mid-1930s, Benny Goodman

hired pianist Teddy Wilson, vibraphonist Lionel Hampton, and guitarist Charlie

Christian to join small groups. An early 1940s style known as "jumping the blues" or

jump blues used small combos, up-tempo music, and blues chord progressions. Jump

blues drew on boogie-woogie from the 1930s. Kansas City Jazz in the 1930s marked

the transition from big bands to the bebop influence of the 1940s.

6. Beginnings of European jazz

Outside of the United States the beginnings of a distinct European style of jazz

emerged in France with the Quintette du Hot Club de France which began in 1934.

Belgian guitar virtuoso Django Reinhardt popularized gypsy jazz, a mix of 1930s

American swing, French dance hall "musette" and Eastern European folk with a

languid, seductive feel. The main instruments are steel stringed guitar, violin, and

double bass. Solos pass from one player to another as the guitar and bass play the role

of the rhythm section. Some music researchers hold that it was Philadelphia's Eddie

Lang (guitar) and Joe Venuti (violin) who pioneered the gypsy jazz form , which was

brought to France after they had been heard live or on Okeh Records in the late 1920s.
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7. Pop fusion and other subgenres

In the early 1980s, a lighter commercial form of jazz fusion called pop fusion or

"smooth jazz" became successful and garnered significant radio airplay. Smooth jazz

saxophonists include Grover Washington, Jr., Kenny G and Najee. Smooth jazz

received frequent airplay with more straight-ahead jazz in quiet storm time slots at

radio stations in urban markets across the U.S., helping to establish or bolster the

careers of vocalists including Al Jarreau, Anita Baker, Chaka Khan, and Sade.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, several subgenres fused jazz with popular music,

such as Acid jazz, nu jazz, and jazz rap. Acid jazz and nu jazz combined elements of

jazz and modern forms of electronic dance music. While nu jazz is influenced by jazz

harmony and melodies, there are usually no improvisational aspects. Jazz rap fused

jazz and hip-hop. Gang Starr recorded "Words I Manifest," "Jazz Music," and "Jazz

Thing", sampling Charlie Parker and Ramsey Lewis, and collaborating with Branford

Marsalis and Terence Blanchard. Beginning in 1993, rapper Guru's Jazzmatazz series

used jazz musicians during the studio recordings.

Topic : How To Listen To Jazz

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understanding the Soloist and the chord playing musician interact

 Developing skills of Bass player and the drummer interaction

 Getting familiar with Drummers interaction with the soloist

 Mastering in the Drums interaction with the comping musician

Definition/Overview:

This topic discusses that when you start listening to jazz music, you may find this to be

overwhelming. If this happens to you (or even if it doesn't), it might be enlightening to listen

to only one particular aspect of the performance. This will also help to give you a better

overall picture about how jazz "works". Here are a few of the many things to listen for in a

jazz performance. As with any style or type of music, knowing what to listen for and how to
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listen are important if one is to get the most enjoyment from it. The inherent problem with

most jazz is that it involves improvisation which most people do not understand. However

with the knowledge from this lesson and some "active" listening you will find it becomes

easier and more enjoyable.

Key Points:

1. Soloist and the chord playing musician interact.

Often, the comping musician (guitar or piano) will choose to play chords when the

soloist is pausing, to fill in the space. Sometimes, the comping musician will mimic

what the soloist just played, or will play a variation of it. Occasionally, the comping

musician will predict the notes a soloist is going to play, and play them along with

them.

2. Bass player and the drummer interact.

Listen to how the drummer strengthens the bass player's walking bassline by often

playing the same rhythm on his ride cymbal. Notice that when the bass player is not

playing a walking bassline, that the drummer changes what he plays dramatically.

3. Drummer interacts with the soloist.

Often, the drummer will react to something the soloist plays, and play something that

will compliment it. Alternately, the soloist will sometimes lock on to an idea the

drummer is playing, and incorporate that into their improvisation.

4. Drums interact with the comping musician.

As well as paying attention to the soloist, the drummer will often also listen for what

rhythms the comping musician is playing, and react to those as well.

5. The musicians are in the song.

This can be difficult at first. While listening to the solos, try and keep the song's

melody in your mind, so you can hear where the musicians are in the song. Often,
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after the musicians have finished playing through the "form" of the song, the drummer

will play some sort of rhythmic figure to indicate they are back at the beginning again.

Topic : The Origins Of Jazz

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Posses excellent technical command of their instrument. They must be able to translate what

he "hears" in his mind to his instrument instantaneously.

 To have a well developed "ear". The ability to not only hear in the "in tune, out of tune" sense

but be able to hear chord structures and melodic lines. In many cases the piano player will use

"chord substitutions" for the original chords (to make it more interesting) that the soloist must

navigate by hearing alone.

 Must be capable of remembering literally hundreds of tunes to be called up at a moments

notice. This includes not only the melody but the chords as well.

 Developing the ability to listen and interact with the group at the present moment and

contribute to the overall performance.

 Be able to think ahead, compose, edit and perform, almost without thinking.

Definition/Overview:

The origin of the word jazz is one of the most sought-after word origins in modern American

English. The word's intrinsic interest the American Dialect Society named it the Word of the

Twentieth Century has resulted in considerable research, and its history is well-documented.

As discussed in more detail below, jazz began as a West Coast slang term around 1912, the

meaning of which varied but which did not refer to music or sex. Jazz came to mean jazz

music in Chicago around 1915. Jazz was played in New Orleans prior to that time but was not

called jazz.

Key Points:

1. Earliest use

The earliest known references to jazz are in the sports pages of various West Coast

newspapers covering the Pacific Coast League, a baseball minor league. The earliest
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example, found by New York University librarian George A. Thompson, Jr. in 2003,

is from the Los Angeles Times on April 2, 1912, referring to Portland Beavers pitcher

Ben Henderson: BEN'S JAZZ CURVE. "I got a new curve this year," softly

murmured Henderson yesterday, "and I'm going' to pitch one or two of them

tomorrow. I call it the Jazz ball because it wobbles and you simply can't do anything

with it." As prize fighters who invent new punches are always the first to get their's

[sic] Ben will probably be lucky if some guy don't [sic] hit that new Jazzer ball a mile

today. It is to be hoped that some unintelligent compositor does not spell that the Jag

ball. That's what it must be at that if it wobbles.

Henderson's jazz ball apparently was not a success, as there are no known further

references to it except for a brief mention in the Times the following day. While the

lack of further attestations shows that Henderson is unlikely to have played a

significant role in the popularization of jazz, his early use proves that the word was in

existence by 1912.

2. Jazz reaches a wider audience

A more lasting influence emerged in 1913, in a series of articles by E.T. "Scoop"

Gleeson in the San Francisco Bulletin, found by researchers Peter Tamony (who

carried out the pioneering research in this area) and Dick Holbrook that likely were

instrumental in bringing jazz to a broader public. These initial articles were written in

Boyes Springs, California, where the San Francisco Seals baseball team was in

training. In the earliest reference, on March 3, 1913, jazz was used in a negative

sense, to indicate that disparaging information about ball player George Clifford

McCarl had turned out to be inaccurate: "McCarl has been heralded all along the line

as a 'busher,' but now it develops that this dope is very much to the 'jazz.'" Three days

later, on March 6, Gleeson used jazz extensively in a longer article, in which he

explained the term's meaning, which had now turned from negative to positive

connotations:

Everybody has come back to the old town full of the old "jazz" and they promise to

knock the fans off their feet with their playing. What is the "jazz"? Why, it's a little of

that "old life," the "gin-i-ker," the "pep," otherwise known as the enthusiasalum. A
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grain of "jazz" and you feel like going out and eating your way through Twin Peaks.

It's that spirit which makes ordinary ball players step around like Lajoies and Cobbs.

The topic uses jazz several more times and says that the San Francisco Seals'

"members have trained on ragtime and 'jazz' and manager Del Howard says there's no

stopping them." The context of the article as a whole shows that a musical meaning of

jazz is not intended; rather, ragtime and "jazz" were both used as markers of ebullient

spirit. Gleeson used jazz in a number of articles in March and April 1913, and other

journalists began to use the term as well. The Bulletin on April 5, 1913, published an

article by Ernest J. Hopkins entitled "In Praise of 'Jazz,' a Futurist Word Which Has

Just Joined the Language." The article, which used the spellings jaz and jazz

interchangeably, discussed the term at length and included a highly positive

definition:

"JAZZ" (WE CHANGE the spelling each time so as not to offend either faction) can

be defined, but it cannot be synonymized. If there were another word that exactly

expressed the meaning of "jaz," "jazz" would never have been born. A new word, like

a new muscle, only comes into being when it has long been needed. This remarkable

and satisfactory-sounding word, however, means something like life, vigor, energy,

effervescence of spirit, joy, pep, magnetism, verve, virility ebulliency, courage,

happiness--oh, what's the use?--JAZZ.

Jazz, in the sense of pep and enthusiasm, continued in use in California for several

years before being submerged by the jazz music meaning. Amateur etymologist Barry

Popik has located a number of examples from the Berkeley Daily Californian and the

Daily Palo Alto, showing that jazz in this sense was collegiate slang at the University

of California, Berkeley in the period 1915 to 1917 and at Stanford University in the

period 1916 to 1918. President Benjamin Ide Wheeler at Berkeley apparently used

jazz with such frequency that many supposed he originated the term, although the

Daily Californian stated on February 18, 1916, that he denie

3. Etymology

As with many words that began in slang, there is no definitive etymology for jazz.

However, the similarity in meaning of the earliest jazz citations to jasm, a now-
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obsolete slang term meaning spirit, energy, vigor and dated to 1860 in the Historical

Dictionary of American Slang, suggests that jasm should be considered the leading

candidate for the source of jazz. A link between the two words is particularly

supported by the Daily Californian's February 18, 1916, article, which used the

spelling jaz-m, although the context and other articles in the Daily Californian from

this period show that jazz was intended. Jasm is thought to derive from or be a variant

of slang jism or gism, which the Historical Dictionary of American Slang dates to

1842 and defines as "spirit; energy; spunk." Jism also means semen or sperm, the

meaning that predominates today, causing jism to be considered a taboo word. In the

19th and early 20th centuries, however, jism could still be used in polite contexts.

Jism, or its variant jizz (which, however, is not attested in the Historical Dictionary of

American Slang until 1941), has also been suggested as a direct source for jazz. A

direct derivation from jism is phonologically unlikely; jasm itself would be, according

to this assumption, the intermediary form.

Other proposed origins include French jaser, meaning to chatter or chat, and French

chasser, meaning to chase or hunt. Daniel Cassidy, a film-maker, musician, and

writer, has argued for a derivation from Irish teas, which is pronounced /tʃs/ ("chass")

and means "heat". Although they cannot be ruled out absolutely, such derivations lack

empirical supporting evidence and must be considered speculative.

Scoop Gleeson, who first popularized the word, wrote in an article in the Call-Bulletin

on September 3, 1938, that he learned the word from sports editor William "Spike"

Slattery when the two were at Boyes Springs. Gleeson said that Slattery had picked up

the expression in a craps game. "Whenever one of the players rolled the dice he would

shout 'Come on, the old jazz.'" Assuming the accuracy of this noncontemporaneous

recollection, the craps use of jazz appears to be a nonce-use and does not provide

much information about the word's origin.

4. Application of jazz to music

Jazz began to be applied to music in Chicago, around 1915. The earliest known

attestation, found by Yale Book of Quotations editor Fred R. Shapiro, is from the

Chicago Daily Tribune on July 11, 1915. Blues Is Jazz and Jazz Is Blues. The Worm

had turned--turned to fox trotting. And the "blues" had done it. The "jazz" had put pep
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into the legs that had scrambled too long for the 5:15. At the next place a young

woman was keeping "Der Wacht Am Rhein" and "Tipperary Mary" apart when the

interrogator entered. "What are the blues?" he asked gently. "Jazz!" The young

woman's voice rose high to drown the piano. . The blues are never written into music,

but are interpolated by the piano player or other players. They aren't new. They are

just reborn into popularity. They started in the south half a century ago and are the

interpolations of darkies originally. The trade name for them is "jazz." Thereupon

"Jazz" Marion sat down and showed the bluest streak of blues ever heard beneath the

blue. Or, if you like this better: "Blue" Marion sat down and jazzed the jazziest streak

of jazz ever. Saxophone players since the advent of the "jazz blues" have taken to

wearing "jazz collars," neat decollate things that give the throat and windpipe full

play, so that the notes that issue from the tubes may not suffer for want of blues--

those wonderful blues.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Early Jazz

Swing

Topic : Early Jazz

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Clear understanding from its early development until the present

 Getting familiar with the Hot Jazz, Stride Piano and Paving the Way

 Developing a clear overview of Early Jazz Musicians

Definition/Overview:

From its early development until the present, jazz has also incorporated music from 19th and

20th century American popular music. The word jazz began as a West Coast slang term of

uncertain derivation and was first used to refer to music in Chicago in about 1915; for the

origin and history. Jazz has, from its early 20th century inception, spawned a variety of

subgenres, from New Orleans Dixieland dating from the early 1910s, big band-style swing

from the 1930s and 1940s, bebop from the mid-1940s, a variety of Latin jazz fusions such as

Afro-Cuban and Brazilian jazz from the 1950s and 1960s, jazz-rock fusion from the 1970s
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and late 1980s developments such as acid jazz, which blended jazz influences into funk and

hip-hop. As the music has spread around the world it has drawn on local national and

regional musical cultures, its aesthetics being adapted to its varied environments and giving

rise to many distinctive styles

While jazz may be difficult to define, improvisation is clearly one of its key elements. Early

blues was commonly structured around a repetitive call-and-response pattern, a common

element in the African American oral tradition. A form of folk music which rose in part from

work songs and field hollers of rural Blacks, early blues was also highly improvisational.

These features are fundamental to the nature of jazz. While in European classical music

elements of interpretation, ornamentation and accompaniment are sometimes left to the

performer's discretion, the performer's primary goal is to play a composition as it was written.

Key Points:

1. Born in New Orleans

New Orleans in the first two decades of the 20th century was a musical melting pot of

musical styles. African music was still prominent, as drumming and dancing were

some of the few freedoms allowed slaves before emancipation. Ragtime was popular,

and its up-tempo and syncopated rhythms had a profound influence on later styles.

Military marching bands had begun to influence New Orleans music, in terms of

musical forms and also the types of instruments that were available. Communities

formed brass bands that played and marched in parades to accompany funerals and

holidays. Musicians based in the red light district of New Orleans, known as

Storyville, combined these styles with blues and improvisation, developing the first

forms of jazz in bars and brothels.

2. Hot Jazz

Early jazz is often referred to as Hot Jazz, and sometimes Dixieland music. It

incorporated the fast and spirited nature of ragtime, and the use of trumpets,

trombones, drums, saxophones, clarinets, banjos, and either a bass or a tuba. Also,

contrasting with classical music and ragtime, there was an emphasis on improvisation
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as opposed to written arrangements. Some sections of pieces involved collective

improvisation, and others featured soloists, who strove for virtuosity.

3. Stride Piano

Directly influenced by ragtime, the stride piano style became popular in New York

during World War I. Stride pieces are characterized by a bass line with a half-note

pulse played in the left hand while the melody and chords are played in the right hand.

The term stride comes from the action of the left hand as it strikes a bass note and

then moves swiftly up the keyboard to strike chord tones on every other beat. Stride

pianists also incorporated improvisation and blues melodies, and were keen on

technical prowess.

4. Paving the Way

Hot jazz groups and stride pianists often toured the country in vaudeville acts, and

developed followings throughout the south, and in cities such as Chicago, Detroit,

New York, and Kansas City. Bands in those regions formed as jazz became more and

more popular, and were soon filling the airwaves and dancehalls leading into the

swing era.

5. Early Jazz Musicians

 Louis Armstrong Quickly rising to fame because of his unique melodic approach and

technical skill, Armstrong was a hot jazz trumpeter and singer in New Orleans who was

instrumental in spreading the musics popularity across the country.

 Bix Beiderbecke Heavily influenced by Armstrong, Beiderbecke was a cornet player whose

cleanly improvised melodies had an influence lasting into the swing era and beyond.

 Fats Waller an exuberant performer and composer who was a master of stride piano. He

composed Jitterbug Waltz, Honeysuckle Rose, and Aint Misbehavin.

 Kid Ory a trombonist and bandleader, Kid Ory is credited with developing the tailgate style

of playing, which is when the trombonist improvises a simple rhythmic line underneath the

melody in early jazz ensembles. Louis Armstrong, King Oliver, and Sidney Bechet played in

Orys band in New Orleans.
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 Sidney Bechet The first saxophone player to display great technical and improvisational skill,

Bechet was an early jazz musician whose influence stretched into later periods of jazz.

Topic : Swing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the concept and history of Swing Music

 Get familiar with 1920s: Origins

 Learn and understand the Birth of Swing

 Develop a clear view of Cross-genre swing

 Get familiar with Swing revival

Definition/Overview:

Swing music, also known as swing jazz or simply swing, is a form of jazz music that

developed in the early 1930s and had solidified as a distinctive style by 1935 in the United

States. Swing uses a strong anchoring rhythm section which supports a lead section that can

include brass instruments, including trumpets and trombones, woodwinds including

saxophones and clarinets or stringed instruments including violin and guitar; medium to fast

tempos; and a "lilting" swing time rhythm. Swing bands usually featured soloists who would

improvise a new melody over the arrangement. The danceable swing style of bandleaders

such as Benny Goodman and Count Basie was the dominant form of American popular music

from 1935 to 1945. The verb "to swing" is also used as a term of praise for playing that has a

strong rhythmic "groove" or drive

Key Points:

1. 1920s: Origins

During the 1920s and early 1930s, filip dance form of jazz was popular. This style used

sweet and romantic melody accompanied by lush, romantic string orchestra arrangements.

Orchestras tended to stick to the melody as it was written, and vocals would be sung

sweetly (often in a tenor voice). Swing music abandoned the string orchestra and used
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simpler, "edgier" arrangements that emphasized horns and wind instruments and

improvised melodies.

The styles of jazz that were popular from the late teens through the late 1920s were

usually played with rhythms with a two beat feel, and often attempted to reproduce the

style of contrapuntal improvisation developed by the first generation of jazz musicians in

New Orleans. In the late 1920s, however, larger ensembles using written arrangements

became the norm, and a subtle stylistic shift took place in the rhythm, which developed a

four beat feel with a smoothly syncopated style of playing the melody, while the rhythm

section supported it with a steady four to the bar....

Louis Armstrong shared a different version of the history of swing during a nationwide

broadcast of the Bing Crosby (radio) Show Crosby said, "We have as our guest the master

of swing and I'm going to get him to tell you what swing music is." He asked Louis to

explain it. Louis said, "Ah, swing, well, we used to call it ragtime, then bluesthen jazz.

Now, it's swing. Ha! Ha! White folks yo'all sho is a mess. Ha! Ha! Swing!"

2. 1935: Birth of Swing

The overall effect is a more sophisticated sound than the styles of the 1920s, but with

an exciting feel of its own. Most jazz bands adopted this style by the early 1930s, but

"sweet" bands remained the most popular for white dancers until Benny Goodman's

appearance at the Palomar Ballroom in August 1935. The audience of young white

dancers favored Goodman's "hot" rhythms and daring swing arrangements. "Hot

Swing" and Boogie Woogie remained the dominant form of American popular music

for the next ten years.

With the wider acceptance of swing music around 1935, larger mainstream bands

began to embrace this style of music. Large orchestras had to reorganize themselves

in order to achieve the new sound. These bands dropped their string instruments,

which were now felt to hamper the improvised style necessary for swing music. This

necessitated a slightly more detailed and organized type of composition and

notationthan was then the norm. Band leaders put more energy into developing

arrangements, perhaps reducing the chaos that might result from as many as 12 or 16

musicians spontaneously improvising. But the best swing bands at the height of the
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era explored the full gamut of possibilities from spontaneous ensemble playing to

highly orchestrated music in the vein of European art music.

3. Cross-genre swing

Many of the crooners who came to the fore after the swing era had their origins in

swing bands. An example is Bing Crosby. Frank Sinatra used the swing-band

approach to great effect in almost all of his recordings and kept this style of music

popular even after the rock 'n' roll era. In country music, artists such as Jimmie

Rodgers, Moon Mullican and Bob Wills introduced many elements of swing along

with blues to create a genre called western swing. Like Sinatra did, Mullican went

solo from the Cliff Bruner band, had a successful solo career that included many

songs that maintained a swing structure. Artists like Willie Nelson have kept the

swing elements of country music present into the rock 'n' roll era. Nat King Cole

followed Sinatra into the pop music world bringing with him a similar combination of

swing bands and ballads. Like Mullican, he was important in bringing piano to the

fore of popular music.

Rock 'n' roll era hitmakers like Fats Domino, Jerry Lee Lewis, Chuck Berry, Gene

Vincent and Elvis Presley also found time to include many swing-era standards into

their repertoire. Presley's hit "Are You Lonesome Tonight" is an old swing standard

and Lewis' "To Make Love Sweeter For You" is a new song but in the old style.

Domino made the swing standard "My Blue Heaven" a rock 'n' roll hit. Among the

critically acclaimed band leaders of the 1930s and 1940s whose performances

included elements of both "Sweet Band" music and traditional swing music was Shep

Fields.

4. Late 1990s: Swing revival

Although ensembles like the Count Basie Orchestra and the Stan Kenton Orchestra

survived into the 1950s by incorporating new musical styles into their repertoire, they

were no longer the hallmark of American popular music. In the late 1990s (1998 until

about 2000) there was a short-lived "Swing revival" movement, led by bands such as

Big Bad Voodoo Daddy, Cherry Poppin' Daddies, Royal Crown Revue, Squirrel Nut

Zippers, Lavay Smith & Her Red Hot Skillet Lickers, the Lucky Strikes and Brian
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Setzer. The style also revived swing dancing, both in a traditional style, and in hybrid

approaches which blended 1930s dancing with 2000-era dance styles. In 2001 Robbie

Williams released his fifth studio album consisting mainly of popular swing covers

titled "Swing When You're Winning" which proved to be popular in many countries

selling over 7 million copies worldwide. In recent years Swing music has become

fairly popular in Germany. Singers Roger Cicero and Tom Gaebel have attained large

followings both in their native country and world wide. Ciceros style is predominantly

that of 1940s and 1950s swing music, combined with German lyrics; he became

Germany's participant for the Eurovision Song Contest in 2007.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Bebop

Cool Jazz

Topic : Bebop

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Develop a clear understanding of the History of Bebop

 Understand the concepts of the Musical style

 Get familiar with the Instrumentation

 Understand and have a command on the Bebop's influence

Definition/Overview:

Bebop or bop is a form of jazz characterized by fast tempos and improvisation based on

harmonic structure rather than melody. It was developed in the early and mid-1940s. It first

surfaced in musicians' argot some time during the first two years of the Second World War.

Key Points:

1. History

The 1939 recording of "Body and Soul" by Coleman Hawkins is an important

antecedent of bebop. Hawkins' willingness to stray even briefly from the ordinary

resolution of musical themes and his playful jumps to double-time signaled a
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departure from existing jazz. The recording was popular; but more importantly, from

a historical perspective, Hawkins became an inspiration to a younger generation of

jazz musicians, most notably Charlie Parker, in Kansas City.

In the 1940s, the younger generation of jazz musicians forged a new style out of the

swing music of the 1930s. Mavericks like Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker, Bud

Powell and Thelonious Monk were influenced by the preceding generation's

adventurous soloists, such as pianists Art Tatum and Earl Hines, tenor saxophonists

Coleman Hawkins and Lester Young and trumpeter Roy Eldridge. Gillespie and

Parker, both out of the Earl Hines Band in Chicago had traveled with some of the pre-

bop masters, including Jack Teagarden, Earl Hines and Jay McShann. These

forerunners of bebop began exploring advanced harmonies, complex syncopation,

altered chords, and chord substitutions and the bop generation advanced these

techniques with a more freewheeling and often arcane approach.

Minton's Playhouse in New York served as a workout room and experimental theater

for early bebop players, including Charlie Christian, who had already hinted at the

bop style in innovative solos with Benny Goodman's band.

Christian's major influence was in the realm of rhythmic phrasing. Christian

commonly emphasized weak beats and off beats, and often ended his phrases on the

second half of the fourth beat. Christian experimented with asymmetrical phrasing,

which was to become a core element of the new bop style. Swing improvisation was

commonly constructed in two or four bar phrases that corresponded to the harmonic

cadences of the underlying song form. Bop improvisers would often deploy phrases

over an odd number of bars, and overlap their phrases across bar lines and across

major harmonic cadences. Christian and the other early boppers would also begin

stating a harmony in their improvised line before it appeared in the song form being

outlined by the rhythm section. This momentary dissonance creates a strong sense of

forward motion in the improvisation. Swing improvisers commonly emphasized the

first and third beats of a measure. But in a bebop composition such as Dizzy

Gillespie's "Salt Peanuts", the rhythmic emphasis switches to the second and fourth

beats of the measure. Such new rhythmic phrasing techniques give the typical bop

solo a feeling of floating free over the underlying song form, rather than being tied

into the song form.
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Swing drummers had kept up a steady four-to-the-bar pulse on the bass drum. Bop

drummers, led by Kenny Clarke, moved the drumset's time-keeping function to the

ride or hi-hat cymbal, reserving the bass drum for accents. Bass drum accents were

colloquially termed "dropping bombs." Notable bop drummers such as Max Roach,

Philly Joe Jones, Roy Haynes, and Kenny Clarke began to support and respond to

soloists, almost like a shifting call and response.

This change increased the importance of the string bass. Now, the bass not only

maintained the music's harmonic foundation, but also became responsible for

establishing a metronomic rhythmic foundation by playing a "walking" bass line of

four quarter notes to the bar. While small swing ensembles commonly functioned

without a bassist, the new bop style required a bass in every small ensemble.

By 1950, a second wave of bebop musicians such as Clifford Brown, Sonny Stitt, and

Fats Navarro began to smooth out the rhythmic eccentricities of early bebop. Instead

of using jagged phrasing to create rhythmic interest, as the early boppers had, these

musicians constructed their improvised lines out of long strings of eighth notes, and

simply accented certain notes in the line to create rhythmic variety.

2. Musical style

Bebop differed drastically from the straightforward compositions of the swing era,

and was instead characterized by fast tempos, asymmetrical phrasing, intricate

melodies, and rhythm sections that expanded on their role as tempo-keepers. The

music itself seemed jarringly different to the ears of the public, who were used to the

bouncy, organized, danceable tunes of Benny Goodman and Glenn Miller during the

swing era. Instead, bebop appeared to sound racing, nervous, and often fragmented.

But to jazz musicians and jazz music lovers, bebop was an exciting and beautiful

revolution in the art of jazz.

While swing music tended to feature orchestrated big band arrangements, bebop

music was much more free in its structure. Typically, a theme (a "head," often the

main melody of a pop or jazz standard of the swing era) would be presented together

at the beginning and the end of each piece, with improvisational solos based on the

chords of the tune. Thus, the majority of a song in bebop style would be
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improvisation, the only threads holding the work together being the underlying

harmonies played by the rhythm section. Sometimes improvisation included

references to the original melody or to other well-known melodic lines ("allusions," or

"riffs"). Sometimes they were entirely original, spontaneous melodies from start to

finish.

Chord progressions for bebop tunes were often taken directly from popular swing-era

songs and reused with a new and more complex melody, forming new compositions.

This practice was already well-established in earlier jazz, but it came to be central to

the bebop style.

Bebop musicians also employed several harmonic devices not typical of the jazz

music that had come before. Complicated harmonic substitutions for more basic

chords became commonplace. These substitutions often emphasized certain dissonant

intervals such as the flat ninth, sharp ninth and the sharp eleventh (or tri-tone).

3. Instrumentation

The classic bebop combo consisted of saxophone, trumpet, bass, drums, and piano.

This was a format used (and popularized) by both Charlie Parker (alto sax) and Dizzy

Gillespie (trumpet) in their 1940s groups and recordings, sometimes augmented by an

extra saxophonist or guitar (electric or acoustic), occasionally adding other horns

(often a trombone), or other strings (usually fiddle or violin) or dropping an

instrument and leaving only a quartet. Although only one part of a rich jazz tradition,

bebop music continues to be played regularly throughout the world. Trends in

improvisation since its era have changed from its harmonically-tethered style, but the

capacity to improvise over a complex sequence of altered chords is a fundamental part

of any jazz education.

4. Etymology

The word "bebop" is usually stated to be nonsense syllables (vocables) which were

generated in scat singing, and is supposed to have been first attested in 1928. One

speculation is that it was a term used by Charlie Christian, because it sounded like

something he hummed along with his playing. However, possibly the most plausible
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theory is that it derives from the cry of "Arriba ! Arriba !" used by Latin American

bandleaders of the period to encourage their bands. This squares with the fact that,

originally, the terms "bebop" and "rebop" were used interchangeably. By 1945, the

use of "bebop"/"rebop" as nonsense syllables was widespread in R&B music, for

instance Lionel Hampton's "Hey Ba-Ba-Re-Bop", and a few years later in rock and

roll, for instance Gene Vincent's "Be-Bop-A-Lula" (1956).

Alternatively, but following the logic of Gammond, the term could be derived from

the shout of "Hey, vaya arriba", used by audiences to exhort a band to "Take it up".

When pronounced in Caribbean Spanish, the "V" of vaya - to some ears - has a "B"

sound and the terminal "A" of vaya continues into the initial "A" of arriba. The

resulting sound, to an American ear, would be quite similar to the phrase "Hey, Ba-Ba

Re-Bop". Also, a five note phrase, played variably melodically but always

rhythmically invoking the phrase "Hey, Ba-Ba Re-Bop", is the most repeated phrase

in all jazz improvisation from the 40's through the late 60s, thus implying that the

term might, indeed, have phraseological origins in music and not in language

5. Bebop's influence

By the mid-1950s musicians (Miles Davis and John Coltrane among others) began to

explore directions beyond the standard bebop vocabulary. Simultaneously, other

players expanded on the bold steps of bebop: "cool jazz" or "West Coast jazz", modal

jazz, as well as free jazz and avant-garde forms of development from the likes of

George Russell.

Bebop style also influenced the Beat Generation whose spoken-word style drew on

jazz rhythms, and whose poets often employed jazz musicians to accompany them.

The bebop influence also shows in rock and roll, which contains solos employing a

form similar to bop solos, and "hippies" of the 60s and 70s, who, like the boppers had

a unique, non-conformist style of dress, a vocabulary incoherent to outsiders, and a

communion through music. Fans of bebop were not restricted to the USA; the music

gained cult status in France and Japan.

More recently, Hip-hop artists (A Tribe Called Quest, Guru) have cited bebop as an

influence on their rapping and rhythmic style. Bassist Ron Carter even collaborated
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with A Tribe Called Quest on 1991's The Low End Theory, and vibraphonist Roy

Ayers and trumpeter Donald Byrd were featured on Jazzmatazz, by Guru, in the same

year. Bebop samples, especially bass lines, ride cymbal swing clips, and horn and

piano riffs are found throughout the hip-hop compendium.

Topic : Cool Jazz

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 To discuss the Sources and tributaries

 Understand the Classic Confluence

 Get familiar with The West Coast jazz scene

 To Characterize the Cool Jazz

 Understand the Fusion of classic and jazz

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that during the Second World War, there was an influx of Californian

(predominantly white) jazz musicians to New York. Once there, these musicians mixed with

the mostly black bebop musicians, but were also strongly influenced by the "smooth" sound

of saxophonist Lester Young. The style that emerged became known as "cool jazz", which

avoided the aggressive tempos and harmonic abstraction of bebop. Cool jazz is often

differentiated from other jazz idioms by its emphasis on the intellectual aspects of the music.

Such aspects would include intricate arrangements, innovative forms, and through composed

feel.

Key Points:

1. Sources and tributaries

Cool jazz had several sources and tributaries. Arrangers Gil Evans and Gerry Mulligan

developed their initial ideas working for the Michael Tower Orchestra, which featured

such then-unheard-of instruments (for jazz) as french horn and tuba; the added forces

permitted Evans and Mulligan to explore softer emotional and timbral shading than had
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been typical of swing-era big bands. Another variety of "cool jazz" was that of the pianist

Lennie Tristano and his students, notably the saxophonists Lee Konitz (who spent some

time in the Thornhill band) and Warne Marsh. Tristano's music is very different from

what Evans and his colleagues were up to: its "coolness" was a matter of emotional

temperature (Tristano required saxophonists to play with a "pure" tone and to concentrate

on melodic development and interaction rather than overt emotionalism), but his

emphasis on sometimes ferociously fast tempos and on pure improvisation rather than

arrangement was closer to bebop.

2. Classic Confluence

The classic confluence of these various streams came with the 1949-1950 sessions

now best known under their later title: Miles Davis's Birth of the Cool (1950). Despite

Davis's top billing, this was in fact a collective project that drew together many

players and arrangers/composers from the period: Davis, Evans, Mulligan, Konitz,

John Lewis, Gunther Schuller, and Johnny Carisi, although according to Evans, Miles

Davis was the musician who best represented this style of jazz. Issued only shortly

after bebop had begun to establish itself, this recording offered an alternative aesthetic

that was initially unpopular it originally sold poorly and the band did not last long but

slowly established itself as a jazz classic.

3. The West Coast jazz scene

Despite its impact in the New York scene, cool jazz later became strongly identified

with the West Coast jazz scene. Californian group The Dave Brubeck Quartet

recorded the popular Cool Jazz album Time Out in 1959, which rose to number two

on the Billboard "Pop Albums" chart. The Cool Jazz influence stretches into such

later developments as bossa nova, modal jazz (especially in the form of Davis's Kind

of Blue 1959), and even free jazz (in the form of Jimmy Giuffre's 1961-1962 trio)

4. Characterization of Cool Jazz

Cool jazz is a style that is generally described as a reaction of sorts against bebop -

one that deemphasises technical virtuosity in favor of lyricism. The term "cool"

connotes an emotional detachment. The first recorded examples of this style were by
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pianist Lennie Tristano and by trumpeter Miles Davis in the late 1940's. Cool jazz

tended to feature harmonies and horn arrangements that were more complex than the

simple head arrangements of bebop, but the tempos and the pace of the solos were

less frantic. The brand of cool jazz played by Lennie Tristano did not usually involve

such complex arrangements, and was often done at faster tempos, but was still

perceived to be more emotionally detached than bebop.

Although Tristano and Davis were both based in New York, cool jazz eventually

became associated with West coast musicians, and is therefore sometimes called West

coast jazz. To some, this term refers to a specific form of cool jazz in which there is

rarely a piano and in which harmonies are stated by the horns arranged in

counterpoint - not unlike the music of old New Orleans in this respect, but with a

more controlled, even classical sound.

5. Fusion of classic and jazz

The classical influence eventually led to a more deliberate fusion of classic and jazz

that was called third stream music. This music tends to emphasize composition and

arrangement over improvisation, although certainly improvisation continued to play a

large role in the music. Composers Gil Evans, Gunther Schuller, and George Russell

were some of the important figures in this movement.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Hard Bop

Avant-Garde Of The 1960'S And 1970'S

Topic : Hard Bop

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the hard bop style of Jazz

 Get familiar with the History

 Understand the Jazz world

 Discuss the hard bop style
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Definition/Overview:

Hard bop is a style of jazz that is an extension of bebop (or "bop") music. Hard bop

incorporates influences from rhythm and blues, gospel music, and blues, especially in the

saxophone and piano playing. David H. Rosenthal also contends in his book Hard Bop that it

is to a large degree the natural creation of a generation of black American musicians who

grew up at a time when bop and rhythm and blues were the dominant forms of black

American music and prominent jazz musicians like Tadd Dameron worked in both genres.

Another one of the ,major influences in this genre was Miles Davis.

Key Points:

1. History

Hard bop was developed in the mid-1950s, partly in response to the vogue for cool

jazz that became popular in the early 1950s. A simplistic definition states that cool

jazz, or "west coast" jazz, emphasized the more European elements of the music,

deriving to a great extent from the "chamber jazz" experiments of the Miles Davis

nonet, while hard bop brought the church and gospel music back into jazz,

emphasizing the African elements. In fact, both cool and hard bop contains European

and African elements, but the simplistic definition offers a short-hand way of

addressing the difference. The hard bop style coalesced in 1953 and 1954, paralleling

the rise of rhythm and blues, the latter developed by African-American musicians in

part as a means of giving their audiences dance music in the wake of the decline of

the swing bands, and the abandonment of jazz as a music to dance by as bebop

emerged, with its intricacies and emphasis on being a serious listening experience.

2. Jazz world

In 1954, Davis' performance of the title track of his album Walkin' at the very first

Newport Jazz Festival, held that same year, announced the style to the jazz world.

Davis would form his first great quintet with John Coltrane in 1955 to play hard bop,

before moving on to other things. Other key documents were the two volumes of the

Blue Note albums A Night at Birdland, also from 1954, recorded at the legendary jazz

club months before the Davis set at Newport. The quintet by Art Blakey featured
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pianist Horace Silver and trumpeter Clifford Brown, all of whom would be leaders in

the hard bop movement along with Davis. Blakey and Silver would start the seminal

band The Jazz Messengers, although Silver would leave to front his own hard-bop

groups in 1956, and Brown formed the other trend-setting hard bop band with

drummer Max Roach, the Brown-Roach Quintet.

3. The hard bop style

The hard bop style enjoyed its greatest popularity in the 1950s and 1960s, but hard

bop performers, and elements of the music, remain popular in jazz. According to Nat

Hentoff in his 1957 liner notes for the Blakey Columbia LP of the same name, the

phrase "hard bop" was originated by author-critic-pianist John Mehegan, jazz

reviewer of the New York Herald Tribune at that time. Soul jazz developed from hard

bop.

4. Musicians

Musicians who contributed prominently to the hard bop style include Cannonball

Adderley, Sonny Stitt, Jimmy Bruno, Donald Byrd, Sonny Clark, Lou Donaldson,

Kenny Drew, Benny Golson, Dexter Gordon, Joe Henderson, Andrew Hill, Freddie

Hubbard, Jackie McLean, Charles Mingus, Blue Mitchell, Hank Mobley, Thelonious

Monk, Lee Morgan, and Sonny Rollins.

Topic : Avant-Garde Of The 1960'S And 1970'S

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the basic concept of Avant-garde music

 Get familiar with Avant-Garde in Popular Culture

 Comprehend the Classical music History

 Have a clear picture of the trends in the 60s and 70s
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Definition/Overview:

Avant-garde music is a term used to characterize music which is thought to be ahead of its

time, i.e. containing innovative elements or fusing different genres. Historically speaking,

musicologists primarily use the term "avant-garde music" for the radical post-1945

tendencies of a modernist style in several genres of art music after the death of Anton Webern

in 1945. In the 1950s the term avant-garde music was mostly associated with serial music.

Today the term may be used to refer to any other post-1945 tendency of modernist music not

definable as experimental music, though sometimes including a type of experimental music

characterized by the rejection of the tonal language.

Key Points:

1. Avant-Garde in Popular Culture

In the case of music there are many pieces which are still being released and are

generally considered avant-garde in popular culture. Many artists have aligned

themselves with the avant-garde movement and still continue to do so, tracing a

history from Dada to the Situationists to postmodern artists such as the

L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E writers in the 1980s

2. Avant-garde music or experimental music

Avant-garde music, or experimental music, is a type of music that is meant to push

the boundaries of "what music is." It started in the 1940s and 1950s after World War

II. Some famous avant-garde composers were John Cage, Karlheinz Stockhausen, and

Henry Cowell.

3. Classical music

Classical music as most of us think of it - say, from 1575 to 1950, from Monteverdi to

Mozart to Bach to Stravinsky, Rachmaninoff, and so on - is no longer being written.

Contemporary composers in music conservatories are not creating this sort of music

as a rule, but rather, they are writing what many refer to as twentieth- century (now

twenty-first-century) art music. And so we have Philip Glass and John Cage and more

recent, lesser-known composers whose music is rarely performed by our symphony
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orchestras. When Copeland and Bernstein were composing, orchestras played their

works and the public enjoyed them. This seems to be less and less the case in the past

forty years. Contemporary "classical" music is practiced mostly in universities; it is

listened to by almost no one; it deconstructs harmony, melody, and rhythm, rendering

them all but unrecognizable; it is a purely intellectual exercise, and saves for the rare

avant-garde ballet company, no one dances to it either. Although this cri-de-couer

(some would say "rant") would no doubt be disputed in the academic music world,

there is also no doubt that it expresses the overwhelming majority opinion among the

general population of music lovers.

4. Avant-pop

Avant-pop is a genre of pop music which uses conventional pop idioms like harmonic

melodies, verse-chorus-verse structures in addition of little elements of

experimentalism and avant garde music. It's also less rock related than the more well

known sister genres indie rock or indie pop.

5. 60s

The Beach Boys and The Beatles are the first pop music bands who began

incorporating experimental instrumentation and sound recording techniques in their

music on their albums Pet Sounds, Revolver and Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts

Club Band. Also the psychedelic rock of Syd Barrett during his brief period in Pink

Floyd with chillike songs like "Bike" and "See Emily Play" are early examples.

The use of dissonance and white noise on guitars was used to some extent in The

Velvet Underground. Using street poetry coupled with dissonant guitar squalls, the

music influenced several generations of musicians. The band, sporting Lou Reed (a

staple of experimental music much into the next decade), and John Cale, became a

popular influence on glam rock, punk rock, New Wave music, noise rock and, clearly,

avant-pop. However, reverb had been used by famous rock guitarist Jimi Hendrix,

also quite influential throughout the music world.
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6. 70s

Throughout the 70s, several tendencies of experimental music came to the fore. With

the influence of The Velvet Underground, experimental bands developed. The

releases of albums by Can, Neu!, Kraftwerk and Faust, associated with the genre of

krautrock, heralded several advances in music, preceding several styles in pop.

Furthermore, David Bowie and Brian Eno made the albums Low and Heroes,

considered avant-pop.

Further developments were progressive rock's multiple bands, such as Pink Floyd and

King Crimson, toying with rhythm and meter. This genre was extremely popular, with

releases such as Dark Side of the Moon, In the Court of the Crimson King and The

Lamb Lies Down on Broadway as prime examples thereof.

However, with the developments of these genres, other movements progressed

parallel to them, but also in direct opposition. Punk rock had birthed multiple bands,

all promoting DIY ethic towards their music. Blondie, Talking Heads, Television

developed a unique musical language made famous by their strict ethical sense. With

the explosion of punk, and later post-punk, music became of a different nature. Post-

punk, as a genre, was established as being far more experimental in nature, than punk.

(See Joy Division, The Cure and Siouxsie Sioux)

Avant-garde" has been appropriated and misapplied by various sectors of the culture

industry since the 1960s, chiefly as a marketing tool to publicise popular music and

commercial cinema. It is now common to describe successful rock musicians and

celebrated film-makers as avant-garde, the very word having been stripped of its

proper meaning. Avant-garde in music can refer to any form of music working within

traditional structures while seeking to breach boundaries in some manner.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Fusion

Now
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Topic : Fusion

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the concept of Fusion

 Discuss to work in Fusion Genres

 Discuss the Jazz fusion

 Discuss the 1970s fusion

 Discuss the Commercialization: 1980s

 Revival of genre

Definition/Overview:

A fusion genre is a music genre which combines two or more genres. For example, rock and

roll originally developed as a fusion of blues, gospel and country music. The main

characteristics of fusion genres are variations in tempo, rhythm and sometimes the use of

long musical "journeys" that can be divided into smaller parts, each with their own dynamics,

style and tempo. A word "fusion" used alone often refers to jazz fusion.

Key Points:

1. Work in Fusion Genres

Artists who work in fusion genres are often difficult to categorize within non-fusion

styles. Most styles of fusion music are influenced by various musical genres, such as the

band Further Room. There are many reasons for this, the main reason being that most

genres evolved out of other genres. When the new genre finally identifies itself as

separate, there is often a large gray area in which musicians are left. These artists

generally consider themselves part of both genres.

A musician that plays music that is dominantly blues, influenced by rock, is often labelled

a blues-rock musician. An example of a blues-rock group would be Ray Charles, who

recorded gospel and jazz influenced blues, creating what would become known as soul,

also recorded country music with his trademark sound. By fusing the two genres, Charles

pioneered the style of country soul, most famously on his landmark album Modern
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Sounds in Country and Western Music, and influenced similar efforts by Candi Staton

and Solomon Burke. A very strong example of fusion music can be seen in the Middle

Eastern influenced Franco-Arabic music as personified by Aldo (musician). In Franco-

Arabic music we see a blend of Arabic music styles with many western styles from rock

to pop and Euro styles to folk music. Another distinct example of a fusion musician is

'Virtuo' which combines many styles together, the more extreme of which being Baroque

and Hip-Hop

2. Jazz fusion

Fusion or, more specifically, jazz fusion or jazz rock, is a musical genre that merges

jazz with elements of other styles of music, particularly funk, rock, R&B, electronic,

and world music, but also pop, classical, and folk music, or sometimes even metal,

reggae, ska, country, hip hop, etc. Fusion albums, even those that are made by the

same group or artist, may include a variety of styles.

In the late 1960s, jazz musicians began mixing the forms and improvisational

techniques of jazz with the electric instruments of rock and the rhythms of soul and

rhythm and blues. At the same time, some rock artists began adding jazz elements to

their music. The 1970s was the most visible decade for fusion, but the style has been

well represented during more recent times. Rather than being a codified musical style,

fusion can be viewed as a musical tradition or approach. Some progressive rock music

is also labeled as fusion.

Fusion music is typically instrumental, often with complex time signatures, metres,

rhythmic patterns, and extended track lengths, featuring lengthy improvisations. Many

prominent fusion musicians are recognized as having a high level of virtuosity,

combined with complex compositions and musical improvisation in metres rarely

seen in other Western musical forms, perhaps best recognized in the work of jazz

composers Michal Urbaniak, Dave Brubeck and Don Ellis.

Fusion music generally receives little radio broadcast airplay in the United States,

owing perhaps to its complexity, usual lack of vocals, and frequently extended track

lengths. European radio is friendlier to fusion music, and the genre also has a

significant following in Japan and South America. A number of Internet radio stations
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feature fusion music, including dedicated channels on services such as AOL Radio,

Pandora and Yahoo! Launchcast

3. 1970s fusion

Much of 1970s fusion was performed by bands started by the Davis alumni, including

The Tony Williams Lifetime, Weather Report, The Mahavishnu Orchestra, Return to

Forever, and Herbie Hancock's Headhunters band. In addition to Davis and the

musicians who worked with him, additional important figures in early fusion were

Larry Coryell and Billy Cobham with his album Spectrum probably the best selling

fusion album.

Herbie Hancock first continued the path of Miles Davis with his experimental fusion

albums, such as Crossings in 1972, but soon after that he became an important

developer of "jazz-funk" with his seminal albums Head Hunters 1973 and Thrust in

1974. Later in the 1970s and early 1980s Hancock took a yet more commercial

approach, though he also recorded acoustic jazz with a reunion of the mid-sixties

Davis quintet with trumpeter Freddie Hubbard in place of Davis. Hancock was one of

the first jazz musicians to use synthesizers.

At its inception, Weather Report was an avant-garde experimental fusion group,

following in the steps of In A Silent Way. The band received considerable attention

for its early albums and live performances, which featured songs that might last 30

minutes or more. The band later introduced a more commercial sound, most noted Joe

Zawinul's hit song "Birdland". Weather Report's albums were also influenced by

different styles of Latin and African music, offering an early world music fusion

variation. Jaco Pastorius, an innovative electric bass player, joined the group in 1976

on the album Black Market, and is prominently featured on the 1979 live recording

8:30. Heavy Weather is the top-selling album of the genre.

In England, the jazz fusion movement was headed by Nucleus, led by Ian Carr, and

whose key players Karl Jenkins and John Marshall both later joined the seminal jazz

rock band Soft Machine, oft-acknowledged leaders of what became known as the

Canterbury scene. Their best-selling recording, Third (1970), was a double album

featuring one track per side in the style of the aforementioned recordings of Miles
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Davis. A prominent English band in the jazz-rock style of Blood, Sweat & Tears and

Chicago was If, who released a total of seven records in the 1970s.

Chick Corea formed his band Return to Forever in 1972. The band started with Latin-

influenced music (including Brazilians Flora Purim as vocalist and Airto Moreira on

percussion), but was transformed in 1973 to become a jazz-rock group that took

influences from both psychedelic and progressive rock. The new drummer was Lenny

White, who had also played with Miles Davis. Return to Forever's songs were

distinctively melodic due to the Corea's composing style and the bass playing style of

Stanley Clarke, who is often regarded with Pastorius as the most influential electric

bassists of the 1970s. Guitarist Al Di Meola, who started his career with Return to

Forever in 1974, soon became one of the most important fusion guitarists. In Di

Meola's influential solo albums, he was one of the first guitarists to perform in a

"shred" style, a technique later used in rock and heavy metal playing which uses

alternate-picking, tapping, and sweep-picking to perform very rapid sequences of

notes.

John McLaughlin formed a highly-regarded fusion band, the Mahavishnu Orchestra

with drummer Billy Cobham, violinist Jerry Goodman, bassist Rick Laird and

keyboardist Jan Hammer. The band released their first album, The Inner Mounting

Flame in 1971. McLaughlin played Gibson EDS-1275, and frequently engaged in

extended and fierce soloing duets with Cobham or violinist Jerry Goodman. Hammer

pioneered the Minimoog synthesizer with distortion effects making it sound more like

an electric guitar. The sound of Mahavishnu Orchestra was influenced by both

psychedelic rock and classical Indian sounds that inspired McLaughlin since he

discovered it on the radio at the age of 13. The eastern influence was furthered by

McLaughlin's spiritual guru, Sri Chinmoy, who also granted McLaughlin the title

"Mahavishnu."

The band's first lineup split after two studio and one live albums, but McLaughlin

formed another group under same name which included Jean-Luc Ponty, a jazz

violinist, who also made a number of important fusion recordings under his own name

as well as with Frank Zappa, drummer Narada Michael Walden, keyboardist Gayle

Moran, and bassist Ralph Armstrong. This band also had a string trio to back Ponty

and a vocalist whose rich voice complemented the strings. The first album by this
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lineup, Apocalypse, also included the London Symphony Orchestra. McLaughlin was

also an original member of drummer Tony Williams' The Tony Williams Lifetime

fusion band with organist Larry Young, which existed in several versions between

1969 and 1976 and later included Cream bassist Jack Bruce and guitarist Allan

Holdsworth.

McLaughlin also worked with Latin-rock guitarist Carlos Santana in the early 1970s.

Initially Santana's San Francisco-based band blended Latin salsa, rock, blues, and

jazz, featuring Santana's clean guitar lines set against Latin instrumentation such as

timbales and congas. But in their second incarnation, heavy fusion influences had

become central to the 1973-1976 santana band. These can be clearly heard in

Santana's use of extended improvised solos and in the harmonic voicings of Tom

Coster's keyboard playing on some of the groups' mid 1970s recordings. In 1973

Santana recorded a nearly two-hour live album of mostly instrumental, jazz-fusion

music, Lotus, which was only released in Europe and Japan for more than twenty

years. Santana also studied under guru Sri Chinmoy, and was granted the title

"Devadip".

Other influential musicians that emerged from the fusion movement during the 1970s

include fusion guitarist Larry Coryell with his band The Eleventh House, and electric

guitarist Pat Metheny. The Pat Metheny Group, which was founded in 1977, made

both the jazz and pop charts with their second album, American Garage (1980).

Although jazz performers criticized the fusion movement's use of rock styles and

electric and electronic instruments, even seasoned jazz veterans like Buddy Rich,

Maynard Ferguson and Dexter Gordon eventually modified their music to include

fusion elements.

The influence of jazz fusion did not only affect America. The genre was very

influential in Japan in the late 1970s, eventually leading to the formation of Casiopea

in 1976 and T-Square (The Square) in 1978. The younger generations embraced this

new genre of music and it gained popularity quickly approaching the early 1980s. T-

Square's song Truth would later become the theme for Japan's Formula One racing

events.
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4. Commercialization: 1980s

In the early 1980s much of the original fusion genre was subsumed into other

branches of jazz and rock, especially smooth jazz. The merging of jazz and pop/rock

music took a more commercial direction in the late 1970s and early 1980s, in the form

of compositions with a softer sound palette that could fit comfortably in a soft rock

radio playlist. The Allmusic guide's article on Fusion states that "unfortunately, as it

became a money-maker and as rock declined artistically from the mid-'70s on, much

of what was labeled fusion was actually a combination of jazz with easy-listening pop

music and lightweight R&B." Artists like Lee Ritenour, Al Jarreau, Kenny G, Bob

James and David Sanborn among others were leading purveyors of this pop-oriented

fusion (also known as "west coast" or "AOR fusion"). This genre is most frequently

called "smooth jazz" and is controversial among the listeners of both mainstream jazz

and jazz fusion, who find it to rarely contain the improvisational qualities that

originally surfaced in jazz decades earlier, deferring to a more commercially viable

sound more widely enabled for commercial radio airplay in the United States.

Music critic Piero Scaruffi has called pop-fusion music "...mellow, bland, romantic

music" made by "mediocre musicians" and "derivative bands." Scaruffi criticized

some of the fusion albums of Michael and Randy Brecker as "trivial dance music" and

stated that alto saxophonist David Sanborn recorded "[t]rivial collections" of

"...catchy and danceable pseudo-jazz". Kenny G in particular is often criticized by

both fusion and jazz fans, and some musicians, while having become a huge

commercial success. Music reviewer George Graham argues that the so-called smooth

jazz sound of people like Kenny G has none of the fire and creativity that marked the

best of the fusion scene during its heyday in the 1970s.

Jazz fusion has been criticized by jazz traditionalists who prefer conventional

mainstream jazz (particularly when fusion was first emerging) and by smooth jazz

fans who prefer more "accessible" music. This is analogous to the way swing jazz

aficionados criticized be-bop in the mid-1940s, and the way proponents of Dixieland

or New Orleans style "jass" reviled the new swing style in the late 1920s.ation

needed] Some critics have also called fusion's approach pretentious, and others have

claimed that fusion musicians have become too concerned with musical virtuosity.

However, fusion has helped to break down boundaries between different genres of
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rock, jazz, and led to developments such as the 1980s-era electronica-infused acid

jazz.

5. Revival of genre

In the 1980s, "...the promise of fusion went unfulfilled to an extent, although it

continued to exist in groups such as Tribal Tech and Chick Corea's Elektric Band".

Although the meaning of "fusion" became confused with the advent of "smooth jazz",

a number of groups helped to revive the jazz fusion genre beginning in the mid-to-late

1980s. Many of the most well-known fusion artists were members of earlier jazz

fusion groups, and some of the fusion "giants" of the 1970s kept working in the genre.

Miles Davis continued his career after having a lengthy break in the late 1970s. He

recorded and performed fusion throughout the 1980s with new young musicians and

continued to ignore criticism from fans of his older mainstream jazz. While Davis'

works of the 1980s remain controversial, his recordings from that period have the

respect of many fusion and other listeners.

In 1985 Chick Corea formed a new fusion band called the Chick Corea Elektric Band,

featuring young musicians such as drummer Dave Weckl and bassist John Patitucci,

as well as guitarist Frank Gambale and saxophonist Eric Marienthal. Joe Zawinul's

new fusion band in the 1980s was The Zawinul Syndicate, which began adding more

elements of world music during the 1990s.

One of the notable bands that became prominent in the early 1990s is Tribal Tech, led

by guitarist Scott Henderson and bassist Gary Willis. Henderson was a member of

both Corea's and Zawinul's ensembles in the late 1980s while putting together his own

group. Tribal Tech's most common lineup also includes keyboardist Scott Kinsey and

drummer Kirk Covington - Willis and Kinsey have both recorded solo fusion projects.

Henderson has also been featured on fusion projects by drummer Steve Smith of Vital

Information which also include bassist Victor Wooten of the eclectic Bela Fleck and

the Flecktones, recording under the banner Vital Tech Tones.

Allan Holdsworth is a guitarist who performs in both rock and fusion styles. Other

prominent guitarists such as Eddie Van Halen, Steve Vai and Yngwie Malmsteen
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have praised his fusion and rock playing. He often used a SynthAxe guitar synthesizer

in his recordings of the late 1980s, which he credits for significantly expanded his

composing and playing options. Holdsworth has continued to release well-regarded

fusion recordings and tour worldwide on a regular basis. He has often worked with

drummers Chad Wackerman, Vinnie Colaiuta, or Gary Husband, who have all

released fusion records under their own names. Another former Soft Machine

guitarist, Andy Summers of The Police, released several fusion albums in the early

1990s.

Guitarists John Scofield and Bill Frisell have both made fusion recordings over the

past two decades while also exploring other musical styles. Scofield's Pick Hits Live

and Still Warm are fusion examples, while Frisell has maintained a unique approach

in drawing heavy influences from traditional music of the United States. Japanese

fusion guitarist Kazumi Watanabe released numerous fusion albums throughout 1980s

and 1990s, highlighted by his works such as Mobo Splash and Spice of Life.

The late saxophonist Bob Berg, who originally came to prominence as a member of

Miles Davis' bands, recorded a number of fusion albums with fellow Miles band

member and guitarist Mike Stern. Stern continues to play fusion regularly in New

York City and worldwide. They often teamed with the world-renowned drummer

Dennis Chambers, who has also recorded his own fusion albums. Chambers is also a

member of CAB, led by bassist Bunny Brunel and featuring the guitar and keyboard

of Tony MacAlpine. CAB 2 garnered a Grammy nomination in 2002. MacAlpine has

also served as guitarist of the metal fusion group Planet X, featuring keyboardist

Derek Sherinian and drummer Virgil Donati. Another former member of Miles Davis'

bands of the 1980s that has released a number of fusion recordings is saxophonist Bill

Evans, highlighted by 1992's Petite Blonde.

Fusion shred guitarist, and session musician extrordinaire Greg Howe, a prolific

writer, has released numerous highly acclaimed solo albums such as Introspection

(1993), Parallax (1995), Five (1996), Ascend (1999), Hyperacuity (2000), Extraction

(2003) with electric bass virtuoso Victor Wooten and world class drummer Dennis

Chambers, and Sound Proof (2008). Howe combines elements of rock, blues and

Latin music with jazz influences resulting in a stylized fusion sound. His records

focus is Howe's highly technical, yet very melodic, guitar style that has established
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him as one of the most innovative guitar instrumentalists of our time and a true

guitarist's guitarist. Howe's solo albums have always been laden with musical

integrity and have gained a significantly growing audience, as the name Greg Howe

has become synonymous with modern musical virtuosity.

Drummer Jack DeJohnette's Parallel Realities band featuring fellow Miles' alumni

Dave Holland and Herbie Hancock, along with Pat Metheny, recorded and toured in

1990, highlighted by a DVD of a live performance at the Mellon Jazz Festival in

Philadelphia. Jazz bassist Christian McBride released two fusion recordings drawing

from the jazz-funk idiom in Sci-Fi (2000) and Vertical Vision (2003). Other

significant recent fusion releases have come from keyboardist Mitchel Forman and his

band Metro, former Mahavishnu bassist Jonas Hellborg with the late guitar virtuoso

Shawn Lane, and keyboardist Tom Coster.

6. The influence of jazz fusion on progressive rock and metal

Jazz-rock fusion's technically challenging guitar solos, bass solos and odd metered,

syncopated drumming started to be incorporated in the technically focused

progressive death metal genre in the early 90s and today continues to allow open

minded, virtuosic musicians to explore the musical flexibility and democratic nature

of jazz fusion in a heavy metal context. Fusion, which often allows individual

members - including bassists and drummers - to show their skills in extended solo

parts attracted highly versatile and dedicated musicians who liked to push their skills,

borrow from other genres and frequently change bands or work in side projects in an

effort to broaden their musical horizon, stretch themselves and play in different

contexts. Musicians in this genre often very quickly put together material for albums,

and include long tracks with free-for-all jamming and improvising. Progressive rock

with its affinity for long solos, diverse influences, non standard time signatures,

complex music and changing line ups had very similar musical values as jazz fusion

and soon found each other and collaborated together. Both of these creative and

diverse genres emerged in the late 60s and early 70s and continue to thrive today and

borrow from each other. One prominent example of a progressive rock musician

playing fusion is in Phil Collins of Genesis, who formed a side project called Brand X

in the mid 70s.
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The band Atheist - a groundbreaking progressive jazz metal innovator - produced

albums Unquestionable Presence in 1991 and Elements in 1993 containing heavily

syncopated drumming, changing time signatures, instrumental parts, acoustic

interludes, and Latin rhythms. They used jazz as inspiration for their bass driven

rhythm section and applied dynamic variation to resemble soundtracks in their music.

Cynic, one of the first progressive jazz metal band hybrid recorded a complex,

unorthodox form of jazz-fusion influenced experimental death metal with their

seminal 1993 album Focus. Their primary influences soon included jazz and fusion,

such as Chick Corea, Allan Holdsworth, Pat Metheny but also Frank Zappa.

They sometimes played soft acoustic segments and long instrumental parts, applied

synth guitar, fretless bass and a Chapman Stick and interwove this with heavy riffs

and syncopated drumming. In 1997 G.I.T. guitarist Jennifer Batten, Glen Sobel

(drummer for Tony MacAlpine, Impellitteri, Gary Hoey), and Ricky Wolking

working under the name of Jennifer Batten's Tribal Rage: Momentum released

Momentum - an instrumental hybrid of rock, fusion and very exotic sounds, including

African percussion, Australian didgeridoo, Caribbean steel drums and Scottish bag

pipes and other diverse influences and sounds. Jennifer Batten also used a guitar

synthesizer, a mainstay in fusion on some tracks. Members of progressive metal band

Dream Theater joined bass player Tony Levin formerly from prog rock legends King

Crimson and keyboardist Jordan Rudess (who has worked with the prog rockers Dixie

Dregs) in a playful, all-instrumental, progressive, fusion-like jam in Liquid Tension

Experiment and released their first self-titled album in 1998, with a follow-up in

1999, and a successful reunion tour a decade later. Another, more cerebral, all

instrumental progressive jazz-metal band Planet X released Universe in 2000 with

Tony MacAlpine, Derek Sherinian (ex-Dream Theater) and Virgil Donati (who's

played with Scott Henderson from Tribal Tech).

The band has had various guest musicians (including Brett Garsed, Billy Sheehan)

and blends fusion style guitar solos and highly complex syncopated odd metered

drumming equally with the heaviness of metal. Tech prog fusion metal band Aghora

formed in 1995 and released their first album, self titled Aghora, recorded in 1999

with Sean Malone and Sean Reinert both former members of Cynic.
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Their sound incorporates new exotic influences making it a bit jazzier and more

oriental sounding than their former band. Gordian Knot another Cynic-linked

experimental progressive metal band directed by bass guitarist Sean Malone released

its first album Gordian Knot in 1999 which successfullly explores a wide range of

styles from jazz-fusion to metal. At times its shifting lineup has included Steve

Hackett of Genesis, Bill Bruford of King Crimson and Yes, Ron Jarzombek from

Watchtower and Spastic Ink as well as Jim Matheos of Fates Warning, several of

Malone's former bandmates from Cynic and John Myung from Dream Theater. Tech

prog metal guitarist Fredrik Thordendal (Meshuggah, Fredrik Thordendal's Special

Defects) cites Allan Holdsworth as one of his major influences, and can be heard in is

playing style, although it has been heavily modified to sound more abstract and

unpredictable to suit the aesthetics of metal.

7. Influential recordings

This section lists a few of the jazz fusion artists and albums that are considered to be

influential by prominent jazz fusion critics, reviewers, journalists, or music historians.

Albums from the late 1960s and early include Miles Davis' 1969 album In a Silent

Way (1969) and his rock-infused Bitches Brew from 1970.

Throughout the 1970s, Weather Report -released albums ranging from its 1971 self-

titled disc Weather Report (1971) (which continues the style of Miles Davis album

Bitches Brew) to 1979's 8:30. Chick Corea's Latin-oriented fusion band Return to

Forever released influential albums such as 1973's Light as a Feather. In that same

year, Herbie Hancock's Head Hunters infused jazz-rock fusion with a heavy dose of

funk. Virtuoso performer-composers played an important role in the 1970s. In 1976,

fretless bassist Jaco Pastorius released Jaco Pastorius; electric and double bass player

Stanley Clarke released School Days; and keyboardist Chick Corea released his Latin-

infused My Spanish Heart, which received a five star review from Down Beat

magazine.

In the 1980s, Chick Corea produced well-regarded albums, including Chick Corea

Elektric Band (1986) and Eye of the Beholder (1987). In the early 1990s, Tribal Tech

produced two albums, Tribal Tech (1991) and Reality Check (1995). Canadian
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bassist-composer Alain Caron released his album Rhythm 'n Jazz in 1995. Mike Stern

released Give And Take in 1997.

Topic : Now

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand the concept of Pop fusion and other subgenres

 Experimental and straight-ahead performers

 Get familiar with the Well-established jazz musicians

 Understand and know the history of Jazz community shrank

Definition/Overview:

The topic discusses that in the 1980s; the jazz community shrank dramatically and split. A

mainly older audience retained an interest in traditional and "straight-ahead" jazz styles.

Wynton Marsalis strove to create music within what he believed was the tradition, creating

extensions of small and large forms initially pioneered by such artists as Louis Armstrong

and Duke Ellington.

Key Points:

1. Pop fusion and other subgenres

In the early 1980s, a lighter commercial form of jazz fusion called pop fusion or

"smooth jazz" became successful and garnered significant radio airplay. Smooth jazz

saxophonists include Grover Washington, Jr., Kenny G and Najee. Smooth jazz

received frequent airplay with more straight-ahead jazz in quiet storm time slots at

radio stations in urban markets across the U.S., helping to establish or bolster the

careers of vocalists including Al Jarreau, Anita Baker, Chaka Khan, and Sade.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, several subgenres fused jazz with popular music,

such as Acid jazz, nu jazz, and jazz rap. Acid jazz and nu jazz combined elements of

jazz and modern forms of electronic dance music. While nu jazz is influenced by jazz

harmony and melodies, there are usually no improvisational aspects. Jazz rap fused
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jazz and hip-hop. Gang Starr recorded "Words I Manifest," "Jazz Music," and "Jazz

Thing", sampling Charlie Parker and Ramsey Lewis, and collaborating with Branford

Marsalis and Terence Blanchard. Beginning in 1993, rapper Guru's Jazzmatazz series

used jazz musicians during the studio recordings.

2. Experimental and straight-ahead performers

The more experimental and improvisational end of the spectrum includes Norwegian

pianist Bugge Wesseltoft and American bassist Christian McBride. Toward the more

pop or dance music end of the spectrum are St Germain who incorporates some live

jazz playing with house beats. Radiohead, Bjrk, and Portishead have also incorporated

jazz influences into their music.

3. Well-established jazz musicians

In the 2000s, straight-ahead jazz continues to appeal to a core of listeners. Well-

established jazz musicians whose careers span decades, such as Dave Brubeck, Chick

Corea, Jack DeJohnette, Bill Frisell, Charlie Haden, Herbie Hancock, Roy Haynes,

Keith Jarrett, Wynton Marsalis, John McLaughlin, Pat Metheny, Paquito D'Rivera,

Sonny Rollins, John Scofield, Wayne Shorter, John Surman, Stan Tracey and Jessica

Williams continue to perform and record.

In the 1990s and 2000s, a number of young, emerging performers gained national and

international notability by winning major awards or by recording albums on major

labels. Emerging pianists include a US pianist Brad Mehldau (born 1970), who

records for Nonesuch Records, and US pianist Jason Moran (born 1975), who won

several Down Beat magazine critics polls in 2003 and 2004. Other emerging artists

include US guitarist Kurt Rosenwinkel (born 1970), who won the 1995 Composer's

Award from the National Endowment for the Arts and was signed by Verve Records;

US vibraphonist Stefon Harris, who is written up in the Penguin Guide to Jazz and

who has been reviewed by The New York Times; US trumpeter Roy Hargrove (born

1969); Vijay Iyer, Chris Potter, Joshua Redman, and Terence Blanchard.
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4. Jazz community shrank

In the 1980s, the jazz community shrank dramatically and split. A mainly older

audience retained an interest in traditional and "straight-ahead" jazz styles. Wynton

Marsalis strove to create music within what he believed was the tradition, creating

extensions of small and large forms initially pioneered by such artists as Louis

Armstrong and Duke Ellington.
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